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Abstract— Video Mosaicing is well thought-out as an active 

research area in computer vision and computer graphics. Video 

mosaicing is define as a video processing technique in which 

multiple images-frames are combined into a composite image 

that covers, more seamless and a larger view than the field of 

view of the compact camera. There are two main types of 

techniques used for creating mosaics: direct methods and 

featurebased methods. The greatest advantages of feature-based 

methods are Can Handle large disparities, Convergence, more 

accurate.  For reliable performance direct methods rely on 

feature based initialization. We compared the performance of 

our proposed system with other fast feature-based techniques. 

We will do a comparative result between all those detectors 

according to similarity transformation problem, SURF algorithm 

for feature extraction, Image blending and wrapping are used. 

 

Index Terms— mosaicing,  feature based method, SURF, 

similarity transform. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

     Mosaic Construction is an active area of research in 

computer vision and it has various application such as satellite 

photographs, video surveillance, stabilization, 

compression,virtual environments, virtual travels and 3D 

world scene medical imaging.
[19]

 

Video mosaicing is a video processing technique in which 

multiple images are merged into a composite image that 

covers a larger, more seamless view than the field of view of 

the camera. The task of finding point correspondences 

between two images of the same scene or object is part of 

many computer vision applications. 
[3]

 

 

 

fig 1. general process for mosaic of video 

 

  In this paper, the creation of mosaic using SURF 

(speeded up robust feature) , which is fast than other state of 

art algorithm like SIFT and used for feature detection and 

matching  and also used similarity transform which is helps to 

create smooth mosaicing. Also present the blending and 

wrapping for mosaicing blnding mix up the color so it seem 

good.  

Feature detection is the process where we automatically 

examine an image to extract features, that are unique to the 

objects in the image, in such a manner that we are able to 

detect an object based on its features in different images. This 

detection should ideally be possible when the image shows the 

object with different transformations, mainly scale and 

rotation, or when parts of the object are occluded.  

The processes can be divided in to 3 over all steps.  

Detection Automatically identify interesting features, 

interest points this must be done robustly. The same feature 

should always be detected irregardless of viewpoint. 

Description Each interest point should have a unique 

description that does not depend on the features scale and 

rotation.  Matching Given and input image, determine which 

objects it contains, and possibly a transformation of the object, 

based on predetermined interest points.
[20][21]

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY EASE OF USE 

A. SIFT algorithm (SCALE INVARIANT FEATURE 

TRANSFORM)
[7]

 

 

SIFT algorithm is method to extract features points and 

describe feature points, which is more robust to scale, rotation 

and change in illumination. There are four steps to implement 

the SIFT algorithm is as follow: 

1. Scale-space extrema detection 

2. Feature point localization 

3. Orientation assignments 

4. Feature point descriptor 

 

(1) Scale-space Extreme Detection: 

 

The first step to identify potential interest points that are 

invariant to scale and orientation, searches over scale space 

using a Difference of Gaussian (DoG) function is used. With 
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the help of the convolution of variable-scale Gaussian G(x , y , 

σ) with an input image I(x,y) The scale space of image is 

defined as a function L (x , y , σ) is produced: 

 (  ,  , )=   (  ,  , )∗   (   ,  )……….( )  

 (  ,  , )=      −  +      ………………….( )  

Using scale-space extrema in difference-of-Gaussian function 

convolved with the image, D(x , y , σ)which can be computed 

from the difference of two nearby scales separated by a 

constant multiplicative factor k for efficiently detect a stable 

key-point locations in scale space : 

 

 (  ,  , )= ( (  ,  ,  )–  (  ,  , ))∗ ( , ) =  (  ,  ,  )– 

 (  ,  , ) ………….(3) 

2) Feature Point Localization: In this step, The scale and 

location of each candidate point are determined and the feature 

points are chosen based on measures of stability and this 

information allows points to be discarded that have low 

contrast (and are therefore sensitive to noise) or are poorly 

localized along an edge. 

 

3) Orientation Assignment: In this step, Based on local 

image gradient directions One or more orientations are 

assigned to each feature point location. For each image sample 

at this scale L(x, y), the orientation ( ,) and gradient magnitude 

m(x, y) are pre-computed using pixel differences: 

 

 (   ,  )=√( (  + , )− (  − , )) +( (  , + )− (  , − ))   

 ( , )=   − (( (  , + )− (  , − ))( (  + , )− (  − , ))) 

…….(4)  

4) Feature Point Descriptor: As shown on the left of figure 

2.4.1, feature descriptor is created by computing the gradient 

magnitude and orientation at each image sample point in a 

region around the feature point location. These are weighted 

by a Gaussian windows, indicated by the overlaid circle. 

These samples are then accumulated into orientation 

histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 sub-regions, 

with 8 orientation bins. So here each feature point has a 128- 

bins feature as shown on the right, with the length of each 

arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradient magnitudes 

near that direction within the region.  

 
Fig 2: Feature descriptor creation 

   B. FAST
[17]

 

 

From SUSAN with respect to a bimodal segmentation goal the 

FAST algorithm are derived. However, FAST algorithm relies 

on a connected set of pixels in a circular pattern to find out a 

corner. Either number possibly chosen, referred to as FAST9 

and FAST10, the connected area size is commonly 9 or 10 out 

of a possible 16. FAST algorithm is known to be fast to match 

and efficient to calculate and accuracy is also relatively good. 

FAST can be measured a relative of the local binary pattern 

LBP. It may create many more edge detections at the given 

scale than a scale-space method such as used in SIFT because 

FAST is not a scale-space detector. As shown in Figure 2.4.2 , 

To find out if a pixel is less than or greater than the center 

pixel , FAST uses binary comparison with each pixel in a 

circular pattern against the center pixel using a threshold. The 

resultant descriptor is stored as a closest bit vector in order 

from 0 to 15. Also, it is possible to retrofit FAST and 

accumulate the bit vector in a rotational-invariant 

representation, as demonstrated by the RILBP descriptor, due 

to the circular nature of the pixel compare pattern.  
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Fig 3 . The FAST detector algorithm 

 

    C. Harris feature
[17]

 

 

The Harris feature or Harris-Stephens corner detector family 

provides improvements over the Moravic algorithm. To find 

the direction of fastest and lowest change for feature 

orientation, using a covariance matrix of local directional 

derivatives is the goal of the Harris algorithm. The directional 

derivative values are compared with a scoring factor to 

categorize which are edges, which features are corners, and 

which are likely noise. Depending on the formula of the Harris 

algorithm, the Harris algorithm can provide limited intensity 

invariance, high rotational invariance, and in some of the 

formulations of the algorithm, scale invariance is provided 

such as the Harris-Laplace technique using scale space . As a 

compute-efficient manner, many Harris family algorithms can 

be implemented. Note that basic proposal behind the Harris 

corner detector is corners have ill-defined gradient, since two 

edges converge at the corner, but near the corner the gradient 

can be detected with two different values with respect to x and 

y. 

III. SEARCH CRITERIA  

In this section the proposed algorithm flow chart and 

algorithm are there. 

 

A. Mosaicing methods
[7]

 

 

      Mosaicing methods can be classified broadly into direct 

method and feature based method. Direct Method uses 

information from all pixels. It iteratively updates an estimate 

of homography so that a particular cost function is minimized. 

Sometimes Phase-Correlation is used to estimate the a few 

parameters of the homography. In Feature Based Method a 

few corresponding points are selected on the two images and 

homography is estimated using these reliable points only. 

Feature Based Methods are in general more accurate. It can 

handle large disparities. Direct methods, may not converge to 

the optimal solution is the presence of local minima. For 

reliable performance direct methods rely on feature based 

initialization. Feature based methods  mosaic the images by 

first automatically detecting and matching the features in the 

source images, and then warping these images together. 

Normally it consists of three steps: feature detection and 

matching, local and global registration, and image 

composition. 

  Feature detection and matching aims to detect features and 

then match them. Local and global registration starts from 

these feature matches, locally registers the neighboring images 

and then globally adjusts accumulated registration error so that 

multiple images can be finely registered. Image composition 

blends all images together into a final mosaic. Direct methods  

attempt to iteratively estimate the camera parameters by 

minimizing an error function based on the intensity 

differences in the area of overlap. But this type of methods 

needs initialization, either by correlation or by manually 

setting some corresponding points. It is hard for the user to 

manually set the corresponding points correctly especially 

when the photographed scene does not have planar faces while 

Feature Based Methods mosaic the images by detecting the 

features in the images automatically, matching these features, 

and then creating the final mosaic image by warping other 

images related to one base image. Direct methods are useful 

for mosaicing large overlapping regions, small translations 

and rotations. Feature based methods can usually handle small 

overlapping regions and in general tend to be more accurate 

but computationally intensive.  

B. SURF (speeded up robust feature)
[20][21]

 

 

     SURF is used to find the features like blob in the image, 

blob features can be found at corners of objects and also at 

where the reflection of light on specular surface is maximum. 

SURF is invariant to common image transformations, rotation, 

scale change, illumination change and small change in 

viewpoint.  

     The algorithm has three main parts Interest point detection, 

Interest point description, Matching.  

      Interest point detection uses very basic hessian-matrix 

approximation and integral images which  reduces the 

computation time. Integral image is an intermediate 

representation for image and contains the sum of gray scale 

pixel values of image. 
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Fig 4.  SURF feature detection algorithm 

     SURF uses a blob detector based on the Hessian matrix to 

find points of interest. It is the convolution of the Gaussian 

second order derivative with the image. The determinant of 

the Hessian matrix is used as a measure of local change 

around the point and points are chosen where this determinant 

is maximal.  

 
Fig 5. Integral image 

Given a point p=(x, y) in an image I, the Hessian 

matrix H(p, σ) at point and scale σ, is defined as follows:  

 
Where, Lxx are the second-order derivatives of the grayscale 

image.  

      Interest point description is to provide a unique and 

robust description of a feature, a descriptor can be generated 

based on the area surrounding a interest point. 

 

C. Similarity transform
[23]

 

 

     The ratio of magnification is define as A transformation 

that preserves the angles and changes all distances in the same 

ratio. A transformation that preserves ratios of distances can 

be also called a similarity transformation. A similarity 

transformation used for transforms images into similar images. 

Similarities are commonly referred to as similarity 

transformations, the ratio of magnification.”  

      The term "similarity transformation" is used either to refer 

to a geometric similarity.  similarity transformation is a 

conformal mapping whose transformation matrix can be 

printed in the form 

 
where A and A’ are similar matrices. 

Translation , rotation , scaling supported by Similarity 

transformation. 

Examples of similarities include the following. 

1. Central dilation: A lines to parallel lines are transformed 

that isn’t merely a translation. 

2. Geometric contraction: Scale is reduced in transformation. 

3. Dilation: Whose length is fixed multiple of the length of the 

original line, a transformation taking each line to parallel line. 

4. Expansion: Scale is increased in transformation. 

5. Isometry: Preserves the distances in transformation. 

6. Reflection: All points are exchanged with their 

corresponding reflections in infinite plane mirror in this 

transformation. 

7. Rotation: Preserves angles and distances in transformation. 

8. Improper rotation: Reflection through the origin ,combined 

with a rotation. 

9. Translation: With no rotation or distortion , transformation 

consisting of constant offset.” 

 

D. Blending
[10][11]

 

 

      To avoid the seams The final step is to blending the pixel 

colors in the overlapped regions. To utilize feathering is a 

simplest available form, to blend the overlapping pixels which 

uses weighted averaging colors values. Image blending is 

technique, To obtain a smooth transition between images by 

removing these seams and creating a blended image by 

determining how pixel in an overlapping area should be 

presented, which modifies the image gray levels in the 

surrounding area of a boundary.” 
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E. Wrapping
[10][11]

 

 

     Image warping is“a method of digitally manipulate an 

image such that any shapes portrayed in image have been 

notably distorted. Defined by one of them known as reference 

image basically we can simply warp all the input images to 

plane. For correcting image distortion as well as for creative 

purposes also used wrapping. The same method are equally 

applicable for video. By using the geometric transformation, 

the two images that will form the mosaic are warped. While 

image can be transformed in various ways, pure warping 

means that Without changing the colors points are mapped to 

points. It can be mathematically based on any function from 

(part of) plane 

to plane. It can be reconstructed if function is put in the 

original.”  

For generation of an image for any kind of distortion there are 

two methods. 

Forward-mapping: A given mapping as of sources to images 

is straightforwardly applied 

Reverse-mapping : for a given”mapping from sources to 

images, the source is invent from the image 

Optical “flow estimation techniques are used for determine the 

category of wrapping which takes place between consecutive 

images. 

 

F. flow diagram 

 

 

 
   

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS  

      Here , Experiment is carried out in this section. Fig 6 

shows the extracted features in the frames. Here for creating 

mosaic from video, video is converted into a frames and fig 6 

shows some of them frame in which features are extracted 

which shows by green blob feature. 
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Fig 6 extacted feature in frames(here some of the frames 

shows from video and green blob are detected surf features) 

 

      The mosaics in fig 7 which made from video and good in 

quality and comparatively less noise mosaic created. 

 

     We have implemented proposed method in MATLAB and 

tested it by extracted strongest ~60 features. Here video is 

high quality and it is comparatively fast. 

 

 

fig 7 Mosaic from video 

 
 

 
 

  
Fig 8 extracted features on another video frames 

Fig 8 shows on another video example in which feature 

extracted frames are shownand the fig 9 show this frames 

mosaic construction.    

 

 
Fig 9 mosaic from another video 

V. CONCLUSION 

Video Mosaicing techniques are widely used in creating 

panoramic or mosaic of video. In this thesis, some of the 

popular algorithm are explores. SURF algorithm is used with 

similarity transform, blending and wrapping and creating fast 

and accurate way of video Mosaicing and results show the 

accuracy same. The presented generation of video mosaicing 

is  good in quality than the previous approaches. SURF helps 

to feature extract and match faster than other state of art 

algorithm and similarity transform transform frame and 

reconstruction region as compare to other. Blending used for 

mixup color for smooth mosaic. 
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